
[To Host Company from Adam Flanders] 
 
 
I am demanding that certain copyrighted material of which I am the sole creator and 
owner, be removed from your servers. I am currently suing your client, Brian Camenker 
/ Mass Resistance, in US District Court (Bangor, Maine) for defamation and intentional 
infliction of emotional distress. Belfast District Court in Belfast, Maine made a factual 
finding that publication of the material constituted harassment pursuant to Maine laws. I 
have attached a copy of that Protection from Harassment Injunction.  
 
 
The copyrighted material includes the following:  
 
* A letter I wrote in 2006. I did NOT provide your client with permission to publish this 
material. This includes an image of my signature.  
 
* Several filings with the court that I wrote and which your client does NOT have 
permission to reproduce or publish.  
 
* A criminal background check on me that your client purchased from the State of 
Maine, which he does NOT have permission to reproduce or publish. This includes 
private information such as my driver's license number and home addresses.  
 
* Photographs of me, including at least one taken from my own website (and this is 
even indicated on your client's page). I did NOT give your client permission to use this 
photograph. He also took a copyrighted photo of my mug shot from local newspapers 
and is using it to defame me and falsely accuse me of crimes for which I am innocent, 
such as child molestation and pedophilia. This is why a court of law made a factual 
finding that your client harassed me.  
 
You should also be aware that your client is encouraging the public to "fight back" 
against me and that I have received threatening emails and other hateful 
communication as a result of your client's publications, for which I will hold Host 
responsible if you do not promptly remove this content. Your client attacks a District 
Court Judge and Chief of Police as well and encourages the public to send hate mail to 
them, providing people with their contact information and addresses. They continue to 
attack me and violate my personal privacy rights in addition to my copyrights. I have 
NOT authorized your client to use my name or other personal / private information in 
any form whatsoever.  
 
Finally, the well-respected and prestigious Southern Poverty Law Center has officially 
listed your client, Mass Resistance, as a Hate Group, in the same class as 
organizations like the KKK:  
http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-files/ideology/anti-
gay/active_hate_groups  
 



 
http://massresistance.org/docs/gen2/12b/flanders/victories_120212.html  
 
http://massresistance.org/docs/gen2/12c/Flanders_lawsuit/index.html  
 
http://massresistance.org/docs/gen2/12b/flanders/update_072912.html  
 
http://massresistance.org/docs/gen2/12b/flanders/web_shutdown.html  
 
http://massresistance.org/docs/gen2/12b/flanders/index.html  
 
 
 
I have a good faith belief that use of the copyrighted materials described above as 
allegedly infringing is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law.  
 
I swear, under penalty of perjury, that the information in the notification is accurate and 
that I am the copyright owner or am authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an 
exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.  
 
ADAM FLANDERS  
December 9, 2012  
 
 
 
 
 


